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Myland™ Fire Truck — (Ages 2+) To the rescue! Our
friendly firefighter turns on the siren lights when
placed in the driver’s seat, while the black and white
dog activates playful sound effects. Children discover
that by color matching the characters with their seats,
the firefighter and dog transform into on/off switches
that control the truck’s actions. A movable ladder
makes saving the day as easy as 1, 2, 3! —#10485
(7.4 × 4.2 × 5.6 in.)
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Light up effects

Myland™ Dino — (Ages 2+) Take a journey back
through time! Place your character on the friendly
Dino, and prepare to be transported by the realistic
sounds of a prehistoric forest. Exotic bird calls,
stomping feet, and dinosaur sounds engage the
senses and stimulate the imagination. Children
discover that the character is the on/off switch, while
the Dino movements control the sounds. —#10474
(8.8 × 2.2 × 5.5 in.)

Myland™ UFO — (Ages 2+) Our lovable alien puts on
an interstellar light show when he’s in the driver’s seat
of his UFO. Gently pulsating lights toggle between
red, blue, and green, and create a subtle glow both
inside his spaceship and out. Children discover that
the character is the on/off switch, and that moving
the character in and out of its seat causes a new light
effect. —#10475 (5 × 4.8 × 4.4 in.)

Myland™ Car— (Ages 2+) Take a relaxing road trip
while learning about cause and effect. Soft driving
sounds and car lights are triggered by different play
patterns. Children discover that by color matching
the characters, the boy and girl transform into on/off
switches, while the car movements control the sounds
and lights. —#10462 (8.07 × 4.6 × 3.3 in.)
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Stackable

Myland™ Play House Dining — (Ages 2+) Hungry?
Time to eat! Place the character in front of the
stove and be prepared to see the range light up.
When cooking time is over, take a seat and enjoy
your meal by the soothing light of the table lamp.
—#10476 (5.1 × 5.1 × 7.5 in.)

Myland™ Friends — (Ages 2+) Welcome to our
Myland™ Community! Play with our characters
alone, or use them with our Myland™ toys to trigger
sound and light functions. Our counter display
contains twelve assorted sound and light characters
(5 girls, 5 boys, 2 aliens). —#10482 (7.3 × 7.8 × 3.9 in.
for the box / 1.3 × 1.3 × 2.6 in. for an individual character)

Myland™ Play House Living — (Ages 2+) Get ready
for a cozy evening by the fireplace. When the character sits in the proper armchair the light of the fire
illuminates the space. Switch seats and the floor
lamp lights up casting a warm glow throughout the
family room. —#10477 (5.1 × 5.1 × 7.5 in.)

Myland™ Play House Sleeping — (Ages 2+) Good
morning sleepyhead! Children discover the cheerful
sound of chirping birds when they place the character in front of the mirror. Bedtime! Listen to
the owls before climbing into your bed. When the
character is tucked in, snoring sounds will amuse
and delight. —#10478 (5.1 × 5.1 × 7.5 in.)
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Myland™ Horse— (Ages 2+) Children discover the
comforting sounds of a gentle horse ride in the countryside while being introduced to cause and effect.
Soothing horse sounds and singing birds are triggered
by different play patterns. Children discover that the
character is the on/off switch, while the horse movements control the sounds. —#10464 (4.7 × 1.7 × 4.8 in.)
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Myland™ Seal— (Ages 2+) Turn bathtime into an
engaging lesson in cause and effect. Through play,
kids learn why our floating seal lights up differently
depending on how it’s interacted with. Children
discover that the character is the on/off switch, and
moderates the intensity of the lights from a gentle
glow to a pulsating effect. —#10466 (5.4 × 4.1 × 2.1 in.)

Myland™ Houseboat— (Ages 2+) Travel the waterways while learning about cause and effect. Relax to
the sound of seagulls and gentle waves, with the glow
of your lamp lighting the way. Children discover that
by color matching the characters, the boy and girl turn
into on/off switches and moderate the intensity of
sounds and light. —#10465 (10.4 × 5.7 × 5.7 in.)
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Hudson Glow Rattle — (Ages 6 months +)
Meet Hudson, our adorable motion–activated rattle
that responds to the way your baby shakes it. Lean the
puppy's green legs down to see him glow green; lean his
red legs down and watch the spots glow red! Hudson’s
chewy, textured legs are just right for teething babies,
and the soft rattling sound will both entertain and
stimulate the senses. — #10486 (3.9 × 2 × 3.7 in.)

Motion sensing lights
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Hide & Seek Discs — (Ages 1+) This three–part sliding
toy will delight babies and early toddlers alike. The
double-sided discs fall into place as children rotate
the toy to reveal new and exciting images. With each
turn, new faces and patterns will appear for constant
exploration. Shake and try to guess which face will
appear! — #10439 (3.85 × 3.5 × .5 in.)
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Activity Board — (Ages 6m+) Introducing our
21st century Activity Board! Sound, light and
vibration effects are triggered by baby's touch
and modulated by their actions. Bright colors and
interesting shapes hold your child's attention,
and an integrated handle makes it easy to grab
and go. — #10479 (9.4 × 1.9 × 7.6 in.)
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Toddler

Sort-a-Shape House — (Ages 1+) Our play house
is an engaging shape and color sorter for curious
minds. Match the six three–dimensional forms to
the uniquely shaped windows, doors and chimney.
They’re perfectly sized for small hands, with rounded
edges that make it easy to hold and manipulate so you
can always get a perfect fit. — #10368 (6 × 6 × 9.25 in.)
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Interchangeable parts

Wobbles — (Ages 1+) Push, pull or grab these colorful
wobbling forest animals and their weighted bottoms
will always spin them back upright for more play. The
soothing, repetitive action will improve hand–eye
coordination in young children and delight for hours.
Choose from Owl, Fox, or Raccoon. Owl — #10388,
Fox — #10386, Raccoon — #10387 (2 × 2 × 4 in.)

Tempo Music Set — (Ages 1+) Never miss a beat as
you play along with our set of three, brightly colored
melody makers. Perfectly sized for small hands to
grasp and shake, yet large enough to make a satisfying sound. Each one makes its own distinct and
engaging music. Helps develop listening skills, rhythm
and timing. — #10445 (5.75 × 2.75 × 5.25 in. one piece)

Mix & Match Animals — (Ages 2+) Mix and match
common zoo animals in brightly colored pieces to
create new versions of our familiar friends. Sort and
snap the easy to join pieces to produce funny combinations that encourage early creative thinking and
social storytelling. Includes Giraffe, Elephant, and
Lion. — #10446 (4 × 1.75 × 7 in. one animal)

Cutting Fruit — (Ages 2+) Slice through these
magnetic fruits to discover what’s inside. Snap the
pieces back together, aligning the seeds to fit like a
puzzle. Includes a 2 piece orange, 3 piece pear, and 4
piece apple for an appetizing lesson in fractions. Slices
are held together magnetically. Includes a gentle
plastic knife and fabric bag. — #10349 (6 × 4.5 × 4.5 in.)
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On the Go
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Safari Bead Tilts — (Ages 3+) Turn and tilt these
animal heads to carefully navigate the small beads
into multiple holes, and complete these challenging
puzzles. A great loot bag gift that also helps to improve
the dexterity and hand–eye coordination of young
party goers. Available in a 24 pack assortment of “Lion,
Elephant, and Giraffe” — #10490 (2 × 2 × .5 in.)
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Bird Whistles — (Ages 2+) Chirp a tune with this
colorful, beautifully designed bird whistle that will
please every young bird watcher. This pleasant noisemaker will add a little outdoor adventure to any goody
bag. Available in an attractive twelve–pack display
box featuring four each of our red, blue and green
birds. — #10381 (3.5 × 1.5 × 2 in.)
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Myland™ Mini Jet — (Ages 1+) A mini
Myland™ Jet Plane perfect for every air–
bound adventure! The rolling plastic wheels
and easy–to–grasp body will engage your
young pilot. Case pack of six, three of each
color–way. — #10473 (4.6 × 5.7 × 3.3 in.)

Mini Ducks — (Ages 1+) A floating friend that can fit in
the palm of your hand. The solid seams prevent water
leaks for a long lasting water toy. Perfect for party
gifts, travel, or pint size fun. The smaller version of
our larger Floating Duck, these mini birds come in a
12 pack assortment of purple, yellow and teal — four
of each color. — #10431 (3.3 × 1.8 × 1.8 in.)

Spinning Tops — (Ages 3+) Our classic tops feature a
colorful, modern cyclone design that will quickly twist
and spin to entertain children of all ages. It’s so well
designed that it will spin on either end! An easy party
gift, available in an attractive twenty–four pack display
box featuring eight each of our red, blue, and green
tops. — #10380 (1.75 × 1.75 × 2 in.)

Bubbimals — (Ages 3+) Explore the active properties
of bubbles with our ready to use bubble solution. Each
adorable animal–shaped bottle features a uniquely
designed, functional bubble wand and hours of fun.
Available in an attractive nine–pack variety display box
with three each of our Frog/Fly, Rabbit/Carrot, and
Cat/Mouse. — #10457 (2 × 1.5 × 4 in.)

Myland™ Mini Racecar — (Ages 1+) Our mini
Myland™ Racer zooms along for on–the–go fun!
Sleek lines and colorful two–tone body provide a
stylish ride. Case pack of six, three of each color–way.
— #10471 (4.5 × 2.7 x 2.8 in.)

Myland™ Mini Speed Boat — (Ages 1+) The Myland™
mini Speedboat rides the waves for bath time
enjoyment. Can be used in the bath, pool or water
table. Case pack of six, three of each color–way.
— #10472 (5 × 2.3 × 2.2 in.)
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Glows in the dark

Education

Glow-in-the-Dark Jumbo Magnatab® — (Ages 3+)
Our special Magnatab® gets glowing reviews from
children and adults alike! The Glow-in-the-Dark
Jumbo board and stylus brings an exciting new dimension to nighttime play. Erases with the tip of your
finger, or by swiping across the beads with the side of
the stylus. — #10468 (7.6 × 9.3 × .75 in.)
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A to Z Upper Case Magnatab® — (Ages 3+) Kids
writing their first letters will get helpful up, down
and sideways instructions via easy-to-follow arrows.
A magnetic stylus pulls beads up to create a sensorybased learning experience. Erases with the tip of your
finger, or by swiping across the beads with the side of
the stylus. — #10342 (11.75 × 9.38 × .75 in.)
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Cursive Upper Case Magnatab® — (Ages 6+) Learn
the complex skills of proper cursive handwriting with
the sensory reinforcement of magnets. Use the arrows
and trace each letter with the magnetic stylus to feel
the pull of the magnet. Erases with the tip of a finger,
or by swiping with the side of the stylus. — #10363
(11.75 × 9.38 × .75 in.)

a to z Lower Case Magnatab® — (Ages 3+) Learning
to write the curves of the lower case alphabet just got
a bit easier. Use the directional arrows and trace each
letter with the magnetic stylus for a sensory-driven
reinforced lesson. Erases with the tip of a finger,
or by swiping with the side of the stylus. — #10346
(11.75 × 9.38 × .75 in.)

Cursive Lower Case Magnatab® — (Ages 6+) Let the
magnetic stylus be your quill while learning the art of
cursive handwriting. Use the directional arrows and
trace each letter with the magnetic stylus for a sensory
reinforced lesson. Erases with the tip of a finger,
or by swiping with the side of the stylus. — #10364
(11.75 × 9.38 × .75 in.)
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0 to 9 Magnatab® — (Ages 3+) Trace the lines with
the magnetic stylus and follow the arrows to learn
the fundamentals of number writing. Perfect for your
early mathematician; the sensory reinforcement will
help with early arithmetic lessons and number recognition. Erases with the tip of a finger, or by swiping
with the side of the stylus. — #10347 (6.5 × 8 × .75 in.)
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Free Play Magnatab® — (Ages 3+) Let the magnetic
stylus be your pen and the bead board be your paper.
Use your imagination to draw shapes, letters, and
pictures, popping individual beads to the surface for
a sensory–based play experience. Erases with the tip
of your finger, or by swiping across the beads with the
side of the stylus. — #10348 (6.5 × 8 × .75 in.)

Alphabuild — (Ages 3+) Magnetized blocks of varying
sizes snap together to form distinct letters of the upper
case alphabet. Use the white borders as your guide
to see the individual letters come together. Use the
durable magnetic pieces to build familiar objects or
imaginative shapes with this open–ended construction toy. — #10454 (4.75 × 2.5 × 2.4 in. largest piece)
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Glows in the dark

Vehicles

Go Car Glow — (Ages 1+) A pushable, rollable, graspable, glow-in-the-dark vehicle gets young drivers
excited. The gracefully curving roof does double duty
as a handle and rubber coated wheels glide smoothly
along any path. — #10470 (6.13 × 3.63 × 3.63 in.)
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Go Car — (Ages 1+) A perennial best seller, the Go Car
is the perfect first car for the early vehicle enthusiast.
The modern design has no sharp edges, a pleasing feel
and adorable faux headlights. The unique rounded
open roof doubles as an easy to grasp handle for superior hold, push and roll control. — Red #10339, Green
#10340, Blue #10341 (6.13 × 3.63 × 3.63 in.)
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Tip Truck — (Ages 1+) Small hands can load, transport,
and dump small items with this fun, easy to grasp Tip
Truck. With a working hinged bed and gliding rubber
wheels, this interactive truck is a fun and engaging
ride for young drivers. The rubber coated wheels glide
and slide easily for hours of fun and won’t mar furniture or floor. — Red #10351, Blue #10352 (7 × 4 × 4 in.)

Air Plane — (Ages 1+) Let your imagination soar with
this gliding toddler plane. The dynamic rolling rubber
wheels and spinning front propeller will engage your
young pilot. The perfect skill building size, it helps
develop gross and fine motor skills, early pretend
play, hand–eye coordination and physical confidence. — Blue #10366, Red #10365 (8.5 × 4.25 × 8.5 in.)
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Origami Color Changing Boats — (Ages 1+)
Ahoy Matey! Our playful take on the classic Origami
boat provides a secret surprise at bath time. In warm
water, the hulls unexpectedly transform into bright
new hues. Our colorful fleet is both a surprising
science experiment and a vibrant visual cue to water
temperature. Comes in a pack of three. — #10487
(4.8 × 3.2 × 2.2 in.)

Color changing
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Floating Duck — (Ages 1+) Graceful and elegant, our
duck is the sleekest and most sophisticated fowl ever
to find its way into a tub. With a soft and smooth feel
this delightful bath time friend is easy for small hands
to grasp and hold. Sonic welded to be completely
sealed, so no need to ever worry about mold or water
getting in. — #10411 (7 × 4 × 3.75 in.)

Floating Whale — (Ages 1+) It’s the Kid O Floating
Whale, possibly the happiest whale to swim in
a bath or pool. A substantial ocean inhabitant, this
playmate is big enough to engage in any nautical
adventure. Sonic welded to be perfectly waterproof,
this ocean friend is beautifully buoyant and will
never sink. — #10384 (7.5 × 4.5 × 4 in.)

Tug Boat — (Ages 1+) For the young sailor comes the
Kid O Tug Boat, a ship ready to take on the toughest
tub time tasks. This substantial boat is the perfect
size for small hands and a big tub. It even comes with
a detachable buoy for added water–borne adventures.
Sonic welded, so there's never mold or mildew.
— Red #10360, Blue #10361 (8 × 4.5 × 4.5 in.)

Whale Squirter — (Ages 2+) Thar she blows! Draw the
water in, then squirt it out through the whale’s spout.
This active water toy introduces children to the basic
principles of water pressure. Push the tail in slowly
for a gentle spray, and faster for a more dramatic
one. Our high quality ABS plastic makes it a cinch to
keep clean. — #10463 (6.6 × 2.2 × 2.1 in.)

Stack & Fit Cups — (Ages 1+) A fresh new take on our
classic stacking cups, including new brighter colors
and rounded corners for a smoother design. Turn
these five cups into endless water play and infinite
discovery. On dry land, they stack together to form
a tall skyscraper or nest together to resemble a box
of flowers. — #10441 (4 x 4 × 15 in.)
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0+

101 ways to play.

18m+

Ringo is the most versatile and compact
horseshoe game ever!

Cana

Aerodynamic design and bold colors
make Ringo the ideal travel game for
any environment – it even floats on water!

Playful watering can with an iconic and
innovative design. To be used in your
bath tub, at home, on the beach or
in the garden.

Includes 3 light-weight rings and a
contrasting ball. The three differently
colored rings ensure maximum visibility
on any surface, while the soft edges
ensure safety for younger players.

Two different sides double the fun
for your kids as they can either spray
or pour the water precisely while
stimulating fine motor skills.

Ringo combines perfectly with other
Quut toys like Triplet and Cuppi.
You can even invent your own games!

Available in 2 sizes:
Small: 0,5 L water
Large: 1 L water
Small
Mighty orange
+ Vintage blue
Style # 6022

Large
Vintage blue
+ Mighty orange
Style # 6023

Size & Weight:
Small: 7.5 x 6.5 x 2.6 inches | 0.2 pounds
Large: 9.3 x 7.9 x 3.1 inches | 0.4 pounds
Material: HDPE/TPE

Quut was born in the kitchen of PARS PRO TOTO, a well-regarded Belgian
design agency with almost 20 years of experience in designing and
engineering innovative products.
We have always believed that sustainability, togetherness and quality time are
an essential mix. And as parents, we have a total of 24 kids, giving us first-hand
experience in poor quality beach toys that offer no emotional connection.
So we decided to make our own toys… clever, durable designs that offer fun and
beauty for kids and parents to enjoy.

Kid O Toys
8 Nicholas Court
Dayton, NJ 08810
T: (212) 366-5858
F: (212) 208-2986
hello@kidotoys.com
www.kidotoys.com

Size: 4.7 x 4.7 x 1.8 inches
Weight: 0.2 pounds
Material: PP/TPE + environmental PVC (ball)

Style # 6009

Triplet

About Quut

Distributed by

Ringo

All our products comply with
toy safety & chemical standards:
Europe: EN71 | USA: ASTM F963
AS/NZS: ISO 8124
CANADA: SOR 2011/17

www.quuttoys.com

3+

Scoppi

Lagoon Green
+ Mellow Yellow
Style # 6000

Mighty Orange
+ Vintage Blue
Style # 6017

Lets kids dig into fun.
The Scoppi immediately attracts the eye with its exciting,
iconic design. Kids will love it as they use both their hands
and their feet to move sand around the beach with ease.
It even comes with a smart detachable sand sifter that
will double the fun as they build forts, moats and castles.
(Hint: the Scoppi is a perfect snow toy too!)

Henri Van de Velde label 2013
winner

Durable versatility
for endless fun.
The Triplet is a unique, multifunctional
toy that makes creating sand structures
fun and easy.
Use the shovel to dig holes, build
foundations and carve out moats.
Then switch to the sand sifter to help
remove shells and other sediments for
smooth sand. Or flip to the rake and let
kids create extra designs.

Size: 25.8 x 6.5 x 1.1 inches
Weight: 1.85 pounds
Material: PP

3+

18m+

Ballo

Why didn’t we have
a bucket like this?
The Ballo’s smart, modern design and
soft-touch finishing makes it effortless
for small hands to fill with water, run up
the beach, and pour with ease.
Its spherical shape is
incredibly stable,
resulting in minimal spills.

The hollow handle can even be used as
a water funnel to finish off the coolest
sandcastles with sand art!

Size: 7.2 x 6.8 x 9.6 inches
Weight: 0.2 pounds
Material: PP

Ocean
Mellow
Purple
Yellow
Lagoon
Calypso
Mighty
Style # 6002 Pink
Style # 6004 Orange
Green
Style # 6001
Style # 6003
Style # 6019

Carrying water to a sandcastle has never been
this much fun.
Lagoon Green
+ Mellow Yellow
Style # 6005

Calypso Pink
+ Mellow Yellow
Style # 6006

Vintage Blue
+ Mighty Orange
Style # 6015

Size: 7.5 x 7.5 x 7.5 inches
Weight: 0.7 pounds
Material: HDPE/ABS

Raki

All your gardening and
play tools rolled into one!

Alto

Build like a pro!
18m+

The Alto is a three-part toy inspired
by professional sand-builders.
No need for multiple buckets,
simply fill, press and form, now your
multi-layered tower is done!

With this rake and digger, children can work
beside mum and dad in the garden or give
free rein to their creativity when at the beach
or in the snow.

1+

Vintage blue
+ Bungee Grey
Style # 6026

0+

The Magic Shapers are a revolutionary
improvement on a classic toy.
No more filling and flipping sand.
To fill, move the shaper around as it fills
itself! Then just give it a little tap, lift and
magic… the shape is done.

Design a single tower, a complicated
castle or an entire sand village.
And when you’re finished, the toy’s
click-and-stack design makes
clean-up and transport a breeze.

Size: 6.2 x 4.4 x 2.2 inches
Weight: 0.2 pounds
Material: PP
Mighty orange
+ Vintage blue
Style # 6024

Magic
Shapers

d
Move it an
it
ll self!
watch it fi

Lili

SunnyLove

Fairy tale bathtime fun

Alto is the fastest and easiest way
to build with sand or snow.

Size: 6.3 x 6.3 x 1.8 inches
Weight: 0.3 pounds
Material: PP/High Impact Styrene

Cuppi

Three pieces... unlimited possibilities!

Size: 7.1 x 7.1 x 4.3 inches
Weight: 0.4 pounds
Material: ABS

*The Cuppi is packed in a
counterdisplay (9 pieces)

Pira

When at home, bring the Cuppi into the tub
for bath time fun!

Calypso Pink
+ Mellow Yellow
Style # 6013

0+

Go back in time and
build pyramids like
the ancient Egyptians.

1+

Or fill with sand or water to write on the ground.
When playtime is over, snap the two cups together
for easy transport.

Style # 6007*

Size: 6.3 x 6.3 x 1.8
Weight: 0.2 pounds
Material: PP
The Magic Shapers can be decorated and finished to
your own imagination. And your shapers will work
their magic in the snow or with bath bubbles too!

Give free rein to your imagination and
impress your friends with these fantastic, professional-looking architectural
sculptures. Simply fill and press to
shape, then stand back and admire your
own 3-layered pyramid construction.

The Cuppi is perfect for the
beach, sandbox, winter snow
and even the bath.

Style # 6025

18m+
Size: 8.9 x 8.9 x 3.5 inches
Weight: 0.7 pounds
Material: ABS

under the bubble bath foam.
All four pieces click together for easy storage
and are super easy to clean so they stay fun
and safe.

Style # 6008

StarFish

The Cuppi is a shovel, sieve and ball, all in one!
Its ergonomic form is designed for small hands,
bringing together three separate parts for a
variety of activities. Use the shovel to scoop out
sand castles and make tracks for the rolling ball.

Style # 6012

The Lili floating flower set will transform your
bathtub into a fairy tale pond! Kids will love
the transparent lid as it becomes a magical
see-through window to discover what happens

SunnyLove

Size: 2.7 x 2.4 x 6.1 inches
Weight: 0.2 pounds
Material: PP (shovels) + environmental PVC (ball)

0+

StarFish
Lagoon Green
+ Mellow Yellow
Style # 6014

With the click-and-stack design, cleaning
and transport is as easy as the building.

tore

Click-and-s

Sloopi

0+

The best bath
boat ever
The Sloopi is a stable floating toy boat for
kids. The toy’s three parts (boat, dinghy and
see-through lid) encourage exploration
and imaginative play.
And don’t forget to bring your Sloopi to the
beach – it’s perfect for shaping sand boats
or using the see-through lid to discover
what hides under the water.

Style # 6011

Size: 6.3 x 6.3 x 1.8 inches
Weight: 0.25 pounds
Material: PP/High Impact Styrene
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VIDEO

Oogi Bongo lets children experiment with expression, movement, and
sound. Filled with coins or other objects Bongo becomes a rattle. In the bathtub,
it splashes water. Squeeze Bongo’s bubble-shaped body to create suction that
lets it stick to your forehead, and discover many more ways to interact with this
unique character.

VIDEO
www.oogi.tv

www.bilibo.tv

Made from high-quality, food-grade silicone rubber

3+

Oogi fant is all you need to turn everyday objects into elephants. The tactile
and highly elastic silicone trunk has suction cups on both ends that attach to any
smooth surface. Hilarious moments and shared laughter are guaranteed.
Made from high-quality, food-grade silicone rubber

0+

all ages

Oogifant #0069

Oogi Bongo #0063

look

splash

feed

bounce

Bilibo 8–color mix (with display carton) #0012

The multi-award winning Bilibo is widely regarded as one of the most innovative and versatile open-ended toys. Bilibo’s iconic shell shape and bright
colors immediately appeal to children. Bilibo arouses curiosity, engages the
imagination and playfully trains basic motor skills and balance. Both boys and
girls find unlimited ways to play with Bilibo – using it to rock and spin in, hide
under, sit on, tote with and peek through. Bilibo provides hours of fun, indoors
and outdoors - all year round.

2+

Just like their big sibling, the colorful Bilibo Mini are durable and wonderfully versatile play objects that will accompany children from their first year
onwards. The Minis can be stacked and nested, they act as floating ducks,
sand shovels, candy bowls, spinning tops, racing cars or scoops for snowballs...
The only limit is your imagination.
Bilibo and Bilibo Mini are made from shock resistant,
food-grade HD-PE and 100% recyclable

Made from high-quality, food-grade
silicone rubber

0+

3+

all ages

Oogi red #0053
Oogi blue #0054
Oogi (assorted display) #0056

Available single colors:
#0004

#0011

Oogi is an irresistibly tactile and wonderfully expressive new figure toy. With
suction cup head, hands and feet, and long stretchy arms, it connects to other Oogis
and any smooth surface. Oogi leaves room for the imagination and invites children
to explore and experiment while playfully training hand-eye coordination and fine
motor skills. Unlike traditional dolls for girls and action figures for boys Oogi is
gender neutral and fun for all ages.

#0005

#0009

#0006

#0008

#0013

#0007

is also available in a cool GLOW-IN-THE-DARK version
which highlights the iconic design of the figure and brings out Oogi’s show talent.
Hold Oogi GLOW near a bright light to charge - then let the party begin!

Oogi Pilla is an endearing little creature with five suction cup feet in progressively smaller sizes which allow kids to experience the distinct suction
strength and pitch of each. Stick it to any smooth surface and rip it off to hear a
rapid cascade of popping sounds. Pilla is great for training fine motor skills and
irresistible like bubble wrap.
Made from high-quality, food-grade
silicone rubber

Oogi GLOW #0061
Oogi Junior GLOW #0062

3+

Boi floats and dances in and out of the bathtub. Is it a penguin, a duck or some
other creature? We let the children decide. No matter how you spin or roll it, Boi
always gets back upright again and continues to bravely explore the world.
Made from ABS and high-quality,
food-grade silicone rubber
Boi #0068

1+

Oogi Pilla #0064

Oogi Family pack #0057

3+

grip

stick + pop

Bilibo Mini 6–color combo pack #0050
Oogi Junior red #0051
Oogi Junior blue #0052
Oogi Junior (assorted display) #0055
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WINNER

2017
Mox in display #0058

Hix #0067

Pluï Rain Cloud #0046

Pluï Rain Cloud

beautifully illustrates the cycle of water and magically
turns kids into little rainmakers. The smart bath toy works like a pipette and makes
simple physics tangible and fun. A hidden mechanism allows parents to open the
Cloud for cleaning.

Sunny & Cloudy are sensory toys made to tickle your imagination and
senses. Like all MOLUK toys these playful brushes become versatile props in role
and pretend play and reveal new sides and surprising possibilities in combination
with Oogi, Nello and other parts of the MOLUK family.

Pluï Rainball has been redesigned so it easily opens up for cleaning. The lower
half in tactile silicone rubber offers exciting new play possibilities. Push the feet
in to create a big water fountain or mix and match colors. Pluï teaches children
about cause and effect and stimulates their imagination and senses.

3+

2+

2+

Nello is a magic open-ended toy that quickly becomes an indispensable
accessory for countless play activities, indoors and outdoors. It is a color puzzle,
a nesting toy, a marble run, a floating island in the bath or a sand toy at the
beach. You can roll, spin and swing the rings, throw and catch them. Use them as
targets for games like tiddlywinks or as beautiful props for role and pretend play.
Made from high-quality, food-grade HD-PE, 100% recyclable

Nello, assorted colors #0060

1+

Mox is a ball with a big mouth. He likes to talk, laugh, sing, and most of all,
he likes to eat. He eats marbles, coins, and other things that rumble nicely in his
stomach. Mox also enjoys rolling, being thrown and caught or even juggled.
Unlike any other ball he has the ability to balance and form towers together with
his siblings. Mox is quite a character and has many secret talents that just wait
to be discovered.

make any noise when tumbling down.
Mox 3-pack #0059

all ages

SPECIAL
MENTION
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Pluï Brush Cloudy #0066
Pluï Brush Sunny #0065

Pluï blue #0043
Pluï green #0048
Pluï yellow #0049

Driven by a passion for great design, MOLU K strives to create innovative,
sustainable products that don’t just entertain children on a superficial level,
but invite real interaction. In a time where everything is getting more virtual,
MOLUK offers toys that are totally manual, toys that get children to move
and explore, toys that stimulate their senses and minds. There are no ON and OFF
switches, batteries or complicated instructions. MOLUK toys are powered simply
by a child’s imagination.

Made from high-quality, food-grade silicone rubber

0+

2016

Hix is a versatile new construction toy consisting of four convertible cones made
of elastic silicone rubber. Each cone transforms into four basic shapes which can
be stacked and nested in a myriad of different configurations. Hix is a delight to
fidget with and makes geometry accessible and fun for all ages. It playfully trains
visual-spacial ability, hand-eye coordination, and fine motor skills. Finally, you
have smart building blocks that don’t hurt when you accidentally step on them nor
Made from high-quality, food-grade silicone rubber

0+

all ages

All MOLUK toys are made without BPA, PVC, phthalates, latex
or lead. They are safe, durable and easy to clean

www.moluk.com

Distributed by Kid O
121 West 27 St
New York, NY 10001
Tel (212)366 5858
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